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system involves more than ten particles4. So, 
to describe what a decent-sized piece of  matter 
does, solid-state physicists have  developed 
remarkably successful  theories  operating at 
mesoscopic levels5. Similar examples abound 
in biology. For instance, it is much preferable 
to describe proteins in terms of a handful of 
domains rather than of thousands of amino 
acids. Protein domains are fairly  independent 
of precise amino acid sequence. They  constitute 
an intermediate level that decouples the level of 
structure from that of overall function.

It is reasonable to suspect that a similar 
approach will lead to success in  understanding 
the brain. We might be able to identify an 
 intermediate stage between circuits and 
 behavior, the equivalent of computer  languages 
for brain operation (Fig. 2b). This is a stage 
of computations that occur in the activ-
ity of  individual neurons and especially of 
 populations of neurons.

No theories, at this stage, would likely connect 
the hardware to the operation of the computer.

What discovery would bridge this gap 
between circuits and behavior? It would be the 
realization that there is an  intermediate level: 
the level of computer languages and  operating 
systems. This level decouples the hardware from 
the software. Different  models and brands of 
chips have  different circuits but perform exactly 
the same  computations. Understanding these 
computations would allow the researchers to 
ask the right  questions about the circuits and 
understand how they work. Theories about 
software  applications, in turn, would lie on a 
foundation of  computer algorithms, without 
needing to speak of wires and electrical charge. 
Grasping this  intermediate level of description 
would explain how computers work.

In some ways, this is a tired analogy. Each 
generation tends to compare the brain to a 
complex technology of their time: a loom, 
a telephone exchange, a chemical plant or a 
hologram2. These comparisons elicit smiles 
a few years afterwards. Moreover, the brain 
may be more of a special purpose machine: 
the  circuits for vision, olfaction or body 
 movement might be more tightly linked to the 
resulting  function than in a general-purpose 
computer. Even so, the brain is undeniably an 
information  processing device, so it may serve 
to compare it to the information processing 
devices that we build.

Notably, the computer analogy illustrates 
a general rule in science, which is to seek an 
appropriate level of description3. This level 
is intermediate between detailed mechanism 
(too much reductionism) and overall function 
(too much holism). In physics, for instance, 
the  equations for particle interactions become 
impossible to solve or even simulate once a 

One of the fundamental mandates of 
 neuroscience is to reveal how neural circuits 
lead to perception, thought and, ultimately, 
behavior. The general public might think that 
this goal has already been achieved; when they 
read that a behavior is associated with some 
part of the brain, they take that statement as an 
 explanation1. But most neuroscientists would 
agree that, with a few notable exceptions, 
the relationship between neural circuits and 
 behavior has yet to be established.

We clearly need to do more work, and 
 institutions are aware of this. For instance, the 
University of California San Diego has a Center 
for Neural Circuits and Behavior (Fig. 1), and 
my university is  forming a Centre for Neural 
Circuits and Behaviour. These institutions 
and their funders are right to invest in this, as 
it is an exciting and not  unreasonable goal. But 
how shall we proceed? Can we go directly from 
 circuits to behavior or is it a bridge too far?

Let’s imagine that, instead of the brain, we 
were trying to understand a laptop  computer  
(Fig. 2a) with the knowledge and tools  available 
a  hundred years ago. Physiologists might 
 discover and characterize  transistors, chips, 
buses, clocks and hard drives. Anatomists 
might strive for a ‘connectome’ of the wires 
across and in the chips. A furious debate, how-
ever, might divide them, as the details of wiring 
would differ across models (older versus newer) 
and across brands (different microprocessors). 
Psychologists might  concentrate on general 
input and output  properties of software applica-
tions, but those who study a business application 
would disagree with those studying videogames. 

From circuits to behavior: a bridge too far?
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Neuroscience seeks to understand how neural circuits lead to behavior. However, the gap between circuits and 
behavior is too wide. An intermediate level is one of neural computations, which occur in individual neurons and 
populations of neurons. Some computations seem to be canonical: repeated and combined in different ways across 
the brain. To understand neural computations, we must record from a myriad of neurons in multiple brain regions. 
Understanding computation guides research in the underlying circuits and provides a language for theories of behavior.

Figure 1  Before and after. (a) The Center for 
Neural Circuits and Behavior at University of 
California, San Diego (photo by Bassam Atallah). 
(b) An exceedingly literal interpretation of this 
article’s viewpoint (rendering by Anita Horn).
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computed and the questions of how and why it 
is computed (Fig. 2).

The task ahead is to discover and  characterize 
more neural computations and to find out how 
these work in concert to  produce  behavior. 
How shall we proceed? The known neural 
computations were  discovered by measuring 
the responses of single  neurons and  neuronal 
populations and relating these responses 
 quantitatively to known factors (for example, 
sensory inputs, perceptual responses, cognitive 
states or motor outputs). This approach clearly 
indicates a way forward, which is to record the 
spikes of many neurons concurrently in multiple 
brain regions in the context of a well-defined 
behavior. How many neurons? Currently, we 
can record from  hundreds of neurons20,21, and 
new technology will hopefully soon grow this 
to thousands. And which neurons shall we aim 
for? This will likely depend on the methods for 
 establishing functional connectivity. There are 
exciting improvements in these methods22 and 
we are likely to see further improvements in 
coming years.

To guide these experiments and to interpret 
the resulting flood of data, we will need new 
theories. Ideally, these theories will establish new 
metaphors for the concerted activity of large 
neuronal populations. Great models can do 
that. Consider, for example, the  highest  success 
of computational  neuroscience: Hodgkin 
and Huxley’s model of the action potential. 
This model bridged structure and function 
by  relying not on a chemical  description, 
but on a  metaphor: the  equivalent electrical 

however, such as  divisive  normalization, are 
less likely to map one-to-one onto a biophysical 
circuit. These  computations depend on multiple 
circuits and mechanisms acting in  combination, 
which may vary from region to region and 
 species to species. In this respect, they resemble 
a set of instructions in a computer language, 
which does not map uniquely onto a specific 
set of transistors or serve uniquely the needs of 
a specific software application.

Nonetheless, once they are discovered,  neural 
computations can serve as a powerful guide 
for research into the underlying circuits and 
 mechanisms. It is hard to understand a circuit 
without knowing what it is  computing, be it 
 linear filtering with thresholding and  divisive 
normalization15 or the detection of time 
 differences between two sets of inputs16.

On the other hand, developing a Biophysics 
of Computation17 can occasionally work the 
other way. For instance, studying recurrent 
excitation in a vertical column of cortex leads 
to the suggestion that it may act as an amplifier 
and to proposals as to why amplification may 
be a useful computation18.

The basic idea that one should  concentrate on 
computation was laid out in the 1980s by Marr 
in his influential book Vision. Marr argued that 
“any particular biological  neuron or network 
should be thought of as just one  implementation 
of a more general  computational algorithm”19. 
He suggested that “the specific details of the 
 nervous system might not matter”. This may 
seem extreme, but it is useful as it firmly 
 distinguishes between the question of what is 

Research in recent decades has indeed started 
to reveal some elements of these  computations. 
There is evidence that the brain relies on a core 
set of standard (canonical) neural computations: 
combined and repeated across brain regions 
and modalities to apply similar operations to 
different problems. As examples, consider two 
computations that are close to my own expertise: 
linear filtering and divisive normalization.

Linear filtering is a widespread  computation 
in sensory systems, in which neurons  operate 
on sensory inputs by weighted summation 
in linear receptive fields. It is performed, at 
least  approximately, at various stages in the 
visual  system6, in the auditory system7 and 
in the somatosensory system8. It may also 
be involved in motor systems, where neural 
activity can specify force fields obeying linear 
 superposition9.

Divisive normalization, in turn, is an 
 operation in which neuronal responses are 
divided by a common factor, the summed 
activity of a pool of neurons. Normalization 
was developed to explain responses in primary 
visual cortex and is now thought to operate 
throughout the visual system and in multiple 
other sensory modalities and brain regions10. It 
is thought to underlie operations as diverse as 
the representation of odors, the deployment of 
visual attention, the encoding of value and the 
integration of multisensory information.

Both computations are examples of bridges 
between circuits and behavior. For instance, 
a standard model of human visual  detection 
starts with a front end made of  linear  filters11,12 
and is typically followed by a stage of divisive 
 normalization10. Linear  filtering and  divisive 
normalization,  moreover,  summarize the  activity 
of large populations of neurons and of individual 
neurons in the early visual  system13,14. As such, 
they have guided a  multitude of  experiments 
aimed at the  underlying circuits10.

Linear filtering and divisive  normalization 
are just two instances of plausible  candidates for 
canonical neural computations. Other  examples 
include thresholding and  exponentiation, 
 recurrent amplification,  associative  learning 
rules, cognitive spatial maps, coincidence 
 detection, gain changes resulting from input 
 history and cognitive demands,  population 
 vectors, and constrained trajectories in 
 dynamical systems. Of course, one hopes that 
further research will identify new  computations 
and tell us about the  various ways that the 
computations are combined in different brain 
regions and modalities.

Crucially, research in neural  computation 
does not need to rest on an  understanding of 
the underlying biophysics. Some  computations, 
such as thresholding, are closely related to 
underlying  biophysical mechanisms. Others, 
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Figure 2  Between circuits and behavior: the Marr approach applied to computers and brains.  
(a) The wiring of a fraction of an Intel microprocessor and a laptop playing a popular videogame 
(FIFA 12). (b) Pyramidal neurons in cortex (detail of a drawing by Ramon y Cajal) and a mouse 
engaged in a pleasant behavior.
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all of the subcellular details (most of which 
we don’t even know) into a simulation of a 
vast  circuit is not likely to shed light on the 
 underlying  computations30.

Indeed, although we have good examples of 
the reductionist approach working well (from 
behavior to computations to circuits), the case 
still needs to be made for the constructivist 
approach (from circuits to computations to 
behavior). A similar situation is seen in other 
sciences: “the ability to reduce everything to 
simple fundamental laws does not imply the 
ability to start from these laws and reconstruct 
the universe”3.

Luckily, there is a strong sense that the level 
of the subcellular and the level of the  network 
are decoupled. For instance, very similar 
 patterns of cellular and network responses 
(and  therefore very similar  computations) 
can be obtained with wide differences in 
 biophysical details31. Conversely, small changes 
in  biophysical details can lead to wide differ-
ences in cellular  properties32 (and therefore in 
computations). This decoupling of levels gives 
us hope that we will indeed  understand the 
relationships between circuits and behavior. 
Conversely, if understanding behavior requires 
 understanding a myriad of inter-relationships 
between  molecules,  channels, receptors, syn-
apses,  dendrites,  neurons and so forth, then we 
have little hope of success.

To conclude, the gap between circuits and 
behavior is too wide to be bridged  without an 
intermediate stage. Following on the basis laid 
by Marr, it seems evident that this stage is one 
of computation. Neuroscientists have already 
identified some computations that appear 
to be canonical: repeated and  combined in 
 different ways across the brain. Hopefully 
new  experiments, new technologies and new 
 theories will soon identify an even wider array 
of  computations, and give us more  concrete 
 examples of how these are combined to 
 determine behavior. Subscribing to this view 
does not mean arguing for a  separation of 
those who study circuits from those who study 
 behavior (Fig. 1b). Rather, it means arguing 
that researchers of circuits and of behavior go 
 furthest when they speak a  common language 
of  computation.
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 circuit. By extending this  metaphor beyond 
 passive  membranes, it  captured vast amounts 
of data and guided decades of research into 
the  underlying biological  hardware (voltage- 
sensitive ion channels).

There are, of course, alternatives to Marr’s 
approach, and a notable one is the quest for 
the full diagram of the circuits of the brain, the 
connectome23. This diagram will  undoubtedly 
prove useful to understand how circuits give 
rise to computations (Fig. 2). For instance, 
a tiny piece of connectome was recently 
obtained24 for a piece of retina (a  circuit) and 
it answered a longstanding question about 
 direction  selectivity (a computation). However, 
this approach will do little to explain how 
 various computations are used together to 
produce behavior (Fig. 2).

More generally, knowing a map of 
 connections may not be as useful as one expects, 
especially if this map comes with no  information 
about connection strength. For instance, we 
have long known the full  connectome for the 
worm C. elegans,  detailing the more than 7,000 
connections between its 302 neurons25, and 
yet we are hardly in a  position to predict its 
 behavior, let alone the way that this behavior is 
modified by  learning. Similarly, the scientists 
that were trying to understand the computer in 
our opening metaphor would benefit more from 
a  manual of a programming language than from 
a blueprint of a microprocessor (Fig. 2a).

Another alternative to Marr’s approach is 
the effort to simulate brain circuits in all their 
 glorious complexity, to obtain a  ‘simulome’ 
(apologies for the neologism). This approach 
was championed in the 1990s with the neural 
simulator Genesis26 and had a revival in the 
BlueBrain  project27 and possibly the Human 
Brain Project28. Its central  hypothesis is that 
an “understanding of the way  nervous sys-
tems compute will be very closely  dependent 
on understanding the full details of their 
 structure”29. According to this  hypothesis, one 
should seek “computer  simulations that are 
very closely linked to the detailed  anatomical 
and physiological  structure” of the brain, in 
hopes of  “generating unanticipated  functional 
insights based on emergent properties of 
 neuronal structure”26.

This quest for the simulome has been a bit of 
a disappointment. Two decades since the idea 
was put forward, we have not discovered much 
by putting together highly detailed  simulations 
of vast neural systems. Where Genesis and 
other detailed neural simulators have  succeeded 
is when they have  concentrated on a more 
 microscopic scale: detailed  simulations of 
 myriad items as tiny as ion channels can be 
 necessary for understanding  computation in 
single neurons or dendrites. However, putting 
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